SEWER SOCIOLOGY
~ ¯ ¯
sew´·er so·ci·ol´o·gy,
the science of society, social institutions, and social relationships viewed through the eyes of a sewer;
specifically the systematic study of the development, structure, interaction, and collective sewer use of organized groups of
human beings.

Year-End Holidays: Let It Flow
Kevin L. Enfinger and
Patrick L. Stevens
ost sewer flows
are characterized by repeatable diurnal patterns that
vary among weekdays,
weekends, and holidays.
This month, we examine
the impact some major
holidays have on sewer
flows.
Holidays are welcome
diversions from everyday
life and provide time to celebrate and
relax with family and friends. These
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diversions are reflected in sewer use
patterns, as shown in Figures 1, 2,
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and 3. Flow monitoring data from several familiar holidays (red curve)
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and the holiday of
interest.
To a sewer sociologist, a holiday
looks much like a
weekend. However,
characteristic differences are observed
that make each holiday unique. For instance:

are displayed in comparison with
normal weekday (green curve) and
weekend (blue curve) sewer use patterns. These composite hydrographs
are interpreted by noting differences
between the average weekend curve
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• Thanksgiving
		 Day provides
		 the most notice		 able deviation 		
from typical weekday flows,
with peak flows occurring around
the time of the traditional 		
	Thanksgiving meal.
• Peak flows on Christmas Day
are less than those observed on

	Thanksgiving. However, increases are observed around
afternoon and evening meal
times. Note also that higher
sewer flows are observed during
the early morning hours, when
Santa Claus is known to be busy
delivering gifts.
• Higher sewer flows are observed
early on New Year’s Day as
people celebrate the arrival of
the new year. The morning rise
also occurs later in the day as
people recover from the night
before.
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